space saver™

wipe warmer
DANGER: To reduce the risk of burns, electrical shock, fire and accident,
use wipe warmer only in accordance with the following instructions.
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
• Please read ALL instructions carefully before using wipe warmer.
• This product is designed to warm baby wipes only. Do not use it to
warm anything else.
• Do not use in an oxygen - enriched environment or near equipment
that stores or emits oxygen.
• For household use only.
• Keep out of reach of children.
• Arrange power cord to minimize the possibility of accidents such as tripping.
• Do not cover with blanket or any type of insulating material.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

- Place wipe warmer on a flat, stable surface.
- Open the main lid and insert a stack of either “pop-up” style or standard folded wipes.
a. For pop-up style wipes, simply open the dispenser lid recessed in the main lid,
take the top wipe, and gently push it up through the opening in the main lid.
Close both lids (locking the main lid) and you’re ready to go. Just open the
dispenser lid to access a fresh pop-up wipe.
b. For standard folded wipes, simply open the main lid for access.
- Plug transformer into a standard household 110-120V AC outlet. Do not plug into a
220V AC outlet.
- INITIALLY WIPE WARMER WILL TAKE A NUMBER OF HOURS TO HEAT THE WIPES.
Wipes will be only slightly warm to the touch because a wipe warmer is designed simply
to take the chill out of room temperature wipes. Please do not expect "hot" wipes.
- Carefully follow all instructions provided with the baby wipes you plan to use.
- To turn on the changing light, push the oval button under the dispenser lid. To turn off the
changing light, push the button a second time, or simply let it turn off automatically after
10 minutes.
- Unplug unit when it is not in constant operation.

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

- Unplug and allow to cool completely.
- Remove wipes and clean all surfaces with a damp cloth.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

- Do not use the power cord as a handle. Never pull on the power cord.
- Each time you add wipes to the wipe warmer, add up to ½ cup of water, pouring it
evenly over the top portion of the wipes. The viewing window at the top of the wipe
warmer slides out for use as a water cup. When finished, slide cup back into place.
- If the baby wipes dry out or appear to need additional moisture, add up to ½ cup of
water, pouring it evenly over the top portion of the wipes, and your wipes should
return to normal. If you notice discoloration, don’t be alarmed. While this is quite rare,
some wipes turn brown from prolonged heat exposure.
- Do not use the wipe warmer if any signs of deterioration appear on the unit or on the
power cord.
- Do not tamper with the wipe warmer in any way.
- Do not place unit on wood or painted surfaces.
- If wipes are dispensed daily, you will never notice drying out or browning of wipes.
However, if you leave the wipe warmer plugged in for a prolonged period without
dispensing wipes, they will brown as a result of prolonged heat exposure. Nothing is
wrong or dangerous, just unsightly. So please make sure you unplug your wipe warmer
if you do not use it for a prolonged period of time.
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